
GAME PLAY

• The Game is played in a series of rounds.  During each round, the player will 
place a protector on its link and either a protector or a fence on the player on 
its right. 

• If a Player A places protector on Player B’s link, then player B can not place 
protector on its link, but will still place a protector or fence on Player C’s link

• If a player runs out of protector and fence and has no means to get more 
from the deck, then they can call “infectio” for help from all players. If 
players help the player from infectio, it gets power to pick a card from the 
booster.

• If a player fails to place a protector on its chain for two consecutive turns 
then it gets an infectio. Player will then place infectio on the link. All the 
protectors and fences will be back with the player. Player will also get a 
protector or two fences from each player and a protector from deck.  Players 
will have five turns to give fences or a protector to the infected player. If 
failed, the infectio player can pick a protector from the other player’s chain 
and use it in round after.

• Infectio has two nodes, one node can be neutralised by placing two 
protectors or equivalent fences and the second node acts as a link.

WINNING MOVE

• Player will win the game once it is able to capture the virus in 
its house with the chain of protectors stopping its link to spread. 
Players must have an uninterrupted chain of all six protectors 
with no open infectio nodes and also must be able to place a 
protector or fence in the winning turn.

• The player who survives last, wins the game.

LOSING THE GAME

When player gets its third infectio, it loses game

RULE BOOK

GAME SETUP

• Shuffle role cards and let each player choose a role 
card face down.

• Shuffle the protector cards and fence.
 
• Deal each player protectors , fences and resource 

as per role card and a link card. For example - 
doctor  will get healthcare resource, 6 protectors and 
4 fences

• Place virus card on the floor. Add links pointing 
towards each player. 

• Place the remaining cards face down as a draw pile 
along with a pile of booster cards.

player A wins the game

• If the player loses to infectio, then other active players have 
to place a protector on the infectio. Players can either place a 
protector from their own pile or can pick two different protectors 
from their own chain and place it on the infectio.

• Players can trade resource cards for two protectors or one 
protector and two fences from the deck pile. Pile must be shuffled 
well and placed down while trading.

• Players can also trade protector cards. Players have to call 
“chain” and can ask other players to trade protector cards. 
Players can neither ask nor tell which protector they are trading.

• Players can trade a protector for two fences from the deck pile 
and vice versa.

• If a player helps another player in completing its chain by placing 
a protector needed then they get a power to pick a booster.



A floor game based on the coronavirus spread, 

protection measures and capturing it in the end

Number of players          3-4 players
For ages                       8+ 

Components

VIRUS CARD - It is the source of infection.

LINK - each player has a link to the virus. If this link 
is not guarded by protectors then it can cause the 
virus to spread.  

PROTECTORS - these are used to protect players 
from infection. Players can trade these cards 
among themselves and also from the deck.

FENCE - It neither spreads or stops infection. 
Players can only use these cards on the other 
player chains.

INFECTIO - It reinforces the spread of virus and 
neutralises all the protectors.

RESOURCES -  each player has a resource as 
per their role. These resources can be traded for 
fences and protectors. Resources also give players 
power to skip a turn during the whole game.

ROLE CARDS - these cards have 10 different 
personas. Every role has different combinations 
of protectors, resources and fences. Each player 
will have mentioned no. of protectors, fences and 
resources as per cards picked.

BOOSTERS - these include reversing the cycle, skip 
the chance and get a protector or a fence. Players 
can either opt to use it immediately or can keep it 
till it gets an infectio. 

ROLE 
CARDS

Total number of cards in 
deck  - 10



RESOURCES Total number of cards in deck - 18 
3 of each resource

PROTECTORS

Total number of cards in 
deck - 42

6 of each protector

BACK OF PROTECTORS  PROTECTORS

BOOSTERS Total number of cards in deck - 20 
4 of each Booster

Front of boosters Back of Booster 1 Back of Booster 2

Back of Booster 4 Back of Booster 5Back of Booster 3

INFECTIO
Total number of cards in 

deck - 12

VIRUS
Total number of cards in deck - 1

LINK
Total number of cards in deck - 4

FENCE
Total number of cards in deck - 30
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